
CONCLUSIONS IN ACADEMIC WRITING

Academic writing. Structure your writing. Conclusion The conclusion to an academic paper always: Summarises the
main points given in the essay; Draws.

Make sure that the paper places its findings in the context of real social change. Identifying how a gap in the
literature has been addressed. Just as the introduction gives a first impression to your reader, the conclusion
offers a chance to leave a lasting impression. A brief summary of your argument may be useful, especially if
your essay is long--more than ten pages or so. The added transportation costs that result from this change can
be absorbed through energy savings. It begins with the narrowest topic sentence 1 , then widens to the
summary of key points of the argument in the essay sentence 2. If you have made a historical investigation,
you could make a connection with contemporary events. If, prior to your conclusion, you have not yet
explained the significance of your findings or if you are proceeding inductively, use the end of your paper to
describe your main points and explain their significance. Restatement of main premise Summary of key points
in the essay incorrect. A conclusion does not introduce new ideas; instead, it should clarify the intent and
importance of the paper. Do not simply reiterate your results or the discussion of your results. This does not
refer to introducing new information [which should be avoided], but to offer new insight and creative
approaches for framing or contextualizing the research problem based on the results of your study. If you do
this, you will be likely to be marked down. Failure to match the objectives of your research Often research
objectives in the social sciences change while the research is being carried out. This is incorrect. Keep in mind
the balance of your assignment. Again, do not simply repeat it word for word. As these changes emerge they
must be documented so that they accurately reflect what you were trying to accomplish in your research [not
what you thought you might accomplish when you began]. General Rules The function of your paper's
conclusion is to restate the main argument. Failure to provide a clear summary of what was learned In order to
be able to discuss how your research fits back into your field of study [and possibly the world at large], you
need to summarize briefly and succinctly how it contributes to new knowledge or a new understanding about
the research problem. Whatever your essay is about, the conclusion should aim to emphasize the significance
of your argument, either within your academic discipline or in the wider world. Bunton, David. Adapt the
order to suit the needs of each particular essay. What issues does it raise? Nevertheless, by the time you have
finished writing, you may be having some doubts about what you have produced. There are several general
statements that you can make in the conclusion to take it beyond merely summarising the essay. A later
starting time would allow teens more time to sleep--something that is important for their physical and mental
health--and ultimately improve their academic performance and behavior. Is there a sense of closure? The rest
of the conclusion expands out, giving the reader an idea of the relevance and implications of your answer: As
with the introduction, this order of elements is not set in stone. Broad statement evaluate, forecast future, make
recommendations incorrect. In a PhD thesis you may like to indicate some potential for post-doctoral work.
Some students who enrol in university studies have difficulties with their writing skills. Do this, for example,
by highlighting key findings in your analysis or result section or by noting important or unexpected
implications applied to practice. Failure to comment on larger, more significant issues In the introduction,
your task was to move from the general [the field of study] to the specific [the research problem]. It
accomplishes this by stepping back from the specifics in order to view the bigger picture of the document.
However, you will probably want to use some of these in some combination, in order to conclude your work.


